
8 TIPS TO INCREASE 
YOUR RETURN ON 
MARKETING SPEND 
FOR 2019 
...AND HOW TO CORRECT COSTLY MISTAKES.
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TIP #1 – LEARN TO ALIGN SALES AND MARKETING TEAMS 
These days, it’s far too common for sales and marketing teams to see themselves as separate entities. 
Operating on distinctly unique KPIs, the two departments often run the risk of having no centralised focus. 

It’s important to understand that the biggest opportunity for your business to accelerate its growth is 
ultimately in unifying your sales and marketing departments. These teams are not in competition with 
each other, and in no way, shape or form, should they be behaving (or performing) as if that’s the case. 
Guiding your staff to align their objectives into a unified and cohesive strategy will exponentially grow 
your marketing ROI, as well as improve productivity and efficacy across both these cores as a result. 
Action this carefully and you’ll find a solid improvement on your top-line growth. By not addressing this 
opportunity within your business, you’re leaving money on the table.

All too often, sales and marketing teams are 
far too isolated from one another. They’re 
commonly disconnected, disjointed and unable 
to collaborate. Successful businesses are able 
to bridge the gap and create unity between 
professionals who are ultimately all after the 
same goal: achieving business growth. But 
that means understanding the role of your 
marketing strategy, and how it should be 
embedded with your sales approach.  

As the lifeblood of business, marketing fuels the 
bottom line. Have you been chugging along up 
until to this point and seeing a lack of ROI for your 
marketing efforts? Without an understanding of 
what effective marketing looks like, a misalignment 
in expectations between teams and poor analytical 
processes, means businesses are often left in the dark 
when crunch time hits.  

Take advantage these top 9 tips to charge up your 
2019 marketing campaign the right way...

Our biggest pro tip? Utilise your teams effectively by intertwining them to become a powerful machine 
for your business. Instead of isolating the two with KPIs that create disconnection and inspire finger 
pointing, consider how aligning their objectives could spark better communication and mutual goals 
across the board. Use the data each department is generating to assess how a more unified blueprint 
could create a clear-cut roadmap of how one team feeds into the other. One may have critical 
measurements and details that can support the other, and vice versa. Show them how their individual 
skill sets and efforts can work together. Then, provide a common (bottom line) goal and you’ll find they’re 
more likely to lead the charge as a team, rather than as individuals in competition with one another.
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TIP #2 – TRACK THE RIGHT DATA
Businesses are generating more data than ever before. According to Forbes1, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data 
is created around the globe each day. And that figure is continuing to explode, thanks to technological 
advances – like the Internet of Things (IoT) – that allow for data generation and tracking to be more 
comprehensive by the minute. However, creating massive amounts of information like this is all well and 
good if you’re able to track the right data in the first place. Pulling significant amounts of information 
from tools is one thing, but putting it all to good use is another. 

Being focused on the wrong metrics is a common problem for marketers and executives. Ultimately, 
tracking the incorrect numbers can mislead a business, allowing teams to assume ROI is at a position that 
it may not actually be at, or spending money they may not necessarily have. By pinpointing the right kind 
of data, marketers can leverage performance and arrive at their goal more accurately and affordably.

But how do you know if you’re even looking at the right numbers?

There’s a plethora of detail you can examine in any given marketing campaign, but it pays to narrow it 
down to the ones that matter most to your objectives. What metrics matter to your business will differ 
from one department to another, and will also vary from industry to industry. The key to collecting the 
right information is to consider how that set of data can help you forecast your business success. If the 
numbers don’t help you paint a picture on where you’re currently at, where you should be and how you 
can get there, scrap them and reassess what information you have to work with. We like focussing on 
the levers that will have the biggest impact on growth as our key points of measurement. Through this 
approach, we consider that under each of these levers, there are multiple data points and activities  
that we can execute upon, which will influence their results.

Once you’re clear on the key levers in your business and have a solid set of accurate data around  
them, you can gain better insights into:

  Getting clear on which marketing channels are driving sales and not just leads;

  Understanding the cost per acquisition by marketing channel and campaign;

  What channels are actually delivering the best returns so you can double down on what’s  
working vs. those you should turn down or off;

  What content audiences are engaging with, what they’re not and assessing whether it is  
contributing to revenue generation;

  Understanding lead quality by channel and campaign; 

  The impact of the sales teams contact cadence and the impact it has on contact rates,  
sales conversion and and sales volumes;

  How consistent the sales team is in executing their methods over the phone – be it for  
appointment-setting or completing the sale.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/05/21/how-much-data-do-we-create-every-day-the-mind-blowing-stats-everyone-should-read/#258c420260ba
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TIP #3 – MEASURE SALES CAPABILITY! 
An all too regular situation when managing disparate sales and marketing teams is the potential for 
departments to not take responsibility for their performance. The easiest outcome is to blame the 
marketing team, due to poor lead quality for sales not eventuating. 

The truth is that both departments must work in unison to understand the key drivers behind generating 
successful sales outcomes. Marketers are responsible for the generation of interest (leads). No matter 
their form, leads represent a person who has expressed an interest in your business. Whether a lead is 
in its early stages or not, it’s important not to simply dismiss it as “low quality” or “a waste of time”. In 
essence, al leads need to be managed and nurtured to maximise their potential. 

Working in departmental silos means that the inevitable gaps emerge in terms of overall responsibility for 
success. Marketing departments are an easy scapegoat in this scenario, as they are the ones outwardly 
investing in generating interest. The reality is that both sales and marketing departments have a direct 
impact on sales outcomes.

Top tip: Measurement should not stop at marketing or lead generation. Being able to take a structured 
and consistent approach to listening, reviewing and understanding the quality of conversation that sales 
teams are having with prospects will immediately help you build a picture of whether you have a lead 
quality issue or a sales performance issues. Understanding this outcome enables you to build necessary 
strategies to mitigate and maximise outcomes. 
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TIP #4 – PARTNER WITH YOUR MARKETING AGENCY 
If you’re employing an agency to take care of your marketing, it invariably requires that you show a level 
of trust from the outset in that they know what they’re doing. Without a level of trust, the relationship is at 
risk from the beginning.  

This often means that you’ll need to open up and relay a considerable volume of important information 
with regard to your successes and failures up until this point. While they don’t need to be filled in on 
absolutely everything going on in your operations, there are critical details that will allow these experts to 
address problem areas and gaps in your marketing strategy.

Beyond that, consider your agency as an extension of your team, not a third-party. You’ve employed them 
to help you leverage your marketing potential, not to hinder it by creating a mindset that they’re ‘external’ 
to what you do. It’s not uncommon for in-house marketing teams and agencies to seem like oil and water, 
but it’s not the case. While internal specialists can bring forth the critical data and insights, external 
agencies allow for extra resources and skill sets that may not be attainable otherwise. 

Successfully managing an agency relationship is an ongoing commitment which requires a number of 
core focuses. These tips should set you on the right track:

  Share: Only providing limited data or insight to your agency will create an ongoing barrier which 
is hard to break down. Sharing all key relevant information and internal decisions enables a true 
partnership to develop;

  Align on objectives: Ensuring 100% transparency when it comes to measuring success is vital. 
Leverage technology to create a shared reporting platform which will enable both your marketing 
team and agency to understand successes and failures;

  Celebrate success. Embrace failures: It’s inevitable that during your partnership, results won’t 
always be as you’d like. The important focus should be on collectively dissecting why things didn’t 
work. Think about  messaging, investment, sales performance and product. Then, adjust your 
strategies accordingly. Similarly, there will be wins, so celebrate them together as a team.

  Transparency: Sharing key information and aligning on objectives will set you up well, but it’s vital 
that there is complete ongoing transparency in the partnership. This relates to both in terms of 
strategies being implemented, but most importantly, also the business outcomes being delivered. 
There should be no surprises for either party.
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TIP #5 – MEASURE THE QUALITY OF YOUR LEADS, NOT THE QUANTITY 
It’s not surprising that 63% of marketers2 admit that their top challenge is generating enough quality 
traffic and leads. 

Lead generation is where all the initial magic in your business happens. Consider it the spark that lights 
the fire of ROI. Effectively measuring the ‘warmth’ coming from a lead is important to understanding the 
performance of ultimately every department involved in the sales process. From language, behaviour 
and approach used, through to channel choice and drop-off points – measuring these details is vital for 
optimising marketing success.

Getting a truck ton of leads through the door? Great, but how many of them are sticking? Lead 
generation doesn’t just rely on the nice, healthy looking number of prospects sitting in your pipeline.  At 
the end of the day, you want quality leads that will enable your ROI, not hinder in the long-run because of 
low budgets, too many limitations or poor communication. Effectively assessing the nature of a lead that 
lands on your desk is more important than how many there of them.

  Measure. Properly: You must create a link between the investment / source of your leads and their 
actual sales outcomes. Move away from trending data  like “we spent $xxxx on search this month 
and we got xxx leads”. Unless you’re tracking where the lead came from and which leads drove sales, 
you’re not getting a true enough picture;

  Understand lead quality and adapt: There is no such thing as a bad lead. All leads are have value. 
Understanding the status of a lead (MQL / SQL) and adapting how sales and marketing deal with the 
prospect is vital to maximising the potential of each and every lead you deliver;

  It’s not all about marketing: How the sales team approaches leads and adjusts their strategy is vital. 
Listen to – and benchmark – how your sales team communicate with different lead types and create 
new processes to streamline the customer experience;

  Track leads to sales: If you’re not tracking a lead right the way through to an offline sale and 
reviewing every interaction on the way through then you’re not truly understanding lead quality. Lead 
volume is the indicator and sales are the true measure of quality (assuming that your sales team are 
consistently measured and meeting high performance KPIs).

Determining how healthy a lead is depends on the purpose of your strategy and the objectives behind it. 
Luckily, though, there’s a few good indicators you can keep an eye out for: 

  Your lead reaches out to contact your sales team and willingly asks pre-sale questions;

  They download the material you provided as a lead magnet;

  A lead passes browses different product and service pages across your website. They may have also 
landed on your pricing page, if you have one.

Most marketers will use tools like Google Analytics to map out how visitors navigating their way through a 
website. Showing interest in special offers, enquiring with lots of questions and engaging throughout the 
funnel will help you determine the quality of the lead you’ve got on hand and leverage lead scoring tools 
that will help you prioritise who to connect with next and are most likely to convert.

Top tip: Shift your reporting focus away from leads and anecdotal sales uplift and develop a true 
understanding of the quality of leads being delivered and the sales your marketing investment is 
delivering. This simple approach will set you up for success:

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/state-of-inbound-stats
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TIP #6 – SET THE RIGHT KPIS
A marketing strategy that’s chugging along, 
but not cultivating results, is an ineffective one. 
Usually, having the inability to report back on 
positives at the end of a campaign comes down 
to a misunderstanding of KPIs, objectives and 
focus points. Marketers and business executives 
who are able to clearly establish these critical 
aspects from the outset, can better understand the 
journey of the project and the progress it has made 
along the way. Diving into strategy with poorly 
defined responsibilities and goals will only deliver 
disappointment, and the inability to assess how to 
improve different areas for the next time around. 

The KPIs you set for your teams will depend on the 
nature of your business and the industry you fall 
in. However, the most important part of outlining 
clear objectives relies on aligning them with others 
involved in the project. The end-goal will always 
be the same – generate more business – but how 
you get there will depend on just how well you’ve 
unified all KPIs to reflect this. Just like the first tip 
in this ebook, streamlining team goals will get you 
to the right goal the right way, rather than isolated 
accomplishments that don’t contribute to a final 
positive result.

So what forms a successfully aligned KPI?

No matter the purpose, a KPI should be a 
quantifiable measurement that you can use to 
gauge the performance of your teams. Likewise, it 
should be easily tied in with your data points, and 
all seamlessly tracked through the right systems. 
A beautiful mess of data won’t get you far – keep it 
ordered, concise and accessible.

But before you dive into creating a long list of goals 
and data to keep track of, remember this: your staff 
will struggle to meet their KPIs if they’re not realistic 
or transparent enough. Instead, choose ones that 
are the most relevant, attainable and affordable. 
Narrow down your focus and you’ll find the results 
will far exceed your initial expectations. 
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TIP #7 – BECOME A MASTER,  
NOT A JACK OF ALL TRADES
You can never blast out too much  
marketing, right?  

Wrong. 

More than ever, consumers are quickly 
becoming frustrated with marketing messages, 
brands and tactics. The everyday customer is 
much smarter about the sales process than they 
once were, and is typically cautious of sales 
strategies. This means navigating their radar 
with a respectful approach is paramount. 

One of the biggest marketing mistakes businesses 
make is jamming far too many channels and 
efforts into their overall strategy. While it’s great to 
be a Jack of all trades, it’s equally as important to 
carefully map out a blueprint that isn’t so “in the 
face” of prospects. Not all marketing channels are 
needed, and some will demand more investment 
than others – not all of which will be worth the 
time, money and effort. Instead of throwing every 
possible method and channel into the mix, assess 
the following to determine viability:

Aligning data and KPIs: Have you carefully 
outlined who will be responsible for what, how 
these goals are mutual and how your various 
teams can collaborate successfully? What data 
matters the most and how does it reflect each KPI?

Choosing the right data tracking system: 
Have you got an efficient way to track the 
massive amounts of information and data you’re 
collecting? Is it in disparate systems? Are you 
able to connect the data so that it enables 
smart and efficient decision making? Is it real 
time or retro? Once you’ve got it, how will it 
feed back into the KPIs you’ve set to drive the 
business forward?

Assessing the outcome: Are you allowing 
yourself to narrow down your approach and 
focus on one core aspect of your marketing 
campaign? After your campaign has run, can 
you shed light on whether the strategy was 
specific enough, and can you further eliminate 
irrelevancy? What channels worked and what 
didn’t? Which delivered sales and which didn’t? 
What were you a master in?

TIP #8 – TRACK AN OUTCOME 
Be it an Information Qualified Lead (IGL), 
Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL) or Sales 
Qualified Lead (SQL) – the purpose and 
definition of each lead should be clear. Your 
employees should be able to envision it 
clearly and have the resources at hand to 
provide effective nurturing. 

According to Entrepreneur.com3, around 
90% of leads sent to sales staff are never 
actually actioned upon.  And that’s a whole 
lot of missed opportunity. To avoid this, 
implement effective ways for your teams 
to take advantage of interest that’s being 
sent there way. The key? Being able to 
successfully track the outcome of each lead 
that lands on your desk.

A few handy hints:

  Track the outcome – create insight to 
build different approaches for different 
lead types, all aligned to driving better 
sales outcomes;

  Make sure your properly leveraging your 
CRM tool to track customer relationships, 
communication and sales agent efficiency;

  Track the source of a lead, all of them 
through to sales!  Lead forms, emails, 
downloads, chats, walkins and calls. If you 
don’t know what’s driving your revenue, 
how do you plan on increasing it?

  Assign leads to your team quickly, better 
yet, automate it – don’t let them cool;

  Get your sales team aligned and 
incentivised to deliver the upon the sales 
strategy you want them to. Be careful not 
to incentivize the wrong kind of behaviour!

  Provide your sales team with the 
structure, systems, appropriate 
incentives that drive the right behaviours 
and processes they need to thrive.

3 https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/76930

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/76930
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READY TO INCREASE YOUR 
ROI AND IMPROVE SALES 

TEAM PERFORMANCE?

Get started with

www.alkhemy.co

www.alkhemy.co
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